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enrollment forces faculty cuts
According to the vice
president of academic affairs,
Robert Hanson, MSC's Faculty
will be out by 20-25 positions
next year in order to
compensate for this year's drop
in enrollment.
This cut represents about 45
faculty members.
Faculty drops must be made
by the start of next year.
Faculty members who have

tenure have priority and any at all state colleges, except the
member who has been with the Morris branch of the U. of M.
college for two years or more and most state junior colleges.
must be given one year advance MSC has not suffered the
notice before being dropped.
greatest decrease.
It is
expected that southern
The enrollment drop will also Minnesota colleges will suffer
result in a cut in civil service an even greater drop. Private1
activities, money, equipment college enrollment in Minnesota
and supplies. Student activity has remained stable.
funds will also be cut.
Registrar Don Engberg told
Hanson emphasized that this
is not a panic situation and that t h e Advocate t h a t t o t a l
enrollment drops have occured e n r o l l m e n t of o n - c a m p u s

political emphasis day to
be part of Dragon Daze

By Jean Farrand & Kim Snyder

To inform MSC students
about political candidates and
their issues, SUPB is
sponsoring a Political
Emphasis Day on Wednesday,
Oct. 18. This activity will be a
p a r t of M o o r h e a d S t a t e
College's Dragon Daze
celebration. Les Bakke and
John Kingrey are in charge of
organizing the program.
Activities will begin at 10 a.m.
in the CMU ballroom and main
lounge. At this time organizers
fromn the Democratic and
Republican parties will be
present to express their views
on the 1972 ejection. Short films
will be showrTaiong wltirtmST
presentations concerning party
positions.

McGovern
tonight
Presidential candidate
Geroge McGovern is scheduled
to arrive at Hector Airport in
Fargo tonight at 9 p.m.

According to Engberg there is
a brighter note to the
enrollment drop and that is the
inc.rease in continuing
education courses which are not
The number of full time a regular part of the college.
students dropped by 6.2 per cent
of last years figure of 4,793 and
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Left to right: Phill Powell, Paul Ottinger, Dean Hoistad, form the
MSC Association, Inc. Photo by Don Haagenson.

students incorporate
A student organization that is
independent of the Moorhead
State College administration
rule, therefore having equal
court rights, has been
organized.
The MSC Student Association,
Inc. (SAD, organized by Phillip
F. Powell (jr-Moorhead), Paul
Ottinger (sr-Jamestown) and
Dean Hoistad (sr-Moorhead),
will go in to action as soon as
a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t of t h e
incorporation is received from
the State Attorney General.
"The organ for representing
student interest on campus is

Oct. 17
is the final day for voter registration

A shuttle bus service will be running next Monday and Tuesday for
those students who have not yet registered. Times will be posted in the
Union and other points on campus.

Earlier, his arrival had been
announced for 7:30 p.m.
McGovern's appearance will
be part of a campaign trip from
Minneapolis to the West Coast.

the total number of credit hours
enrolled has dropped by 6.7 per
cent of last year's 77,635. The
current figures are 4,496 and
72,451 respectively.

.

follow. Afterwards there will be
another coffee time in the main
lounge.
A representative from the
John Birch Society will make an
appearnace at 3 :15 on behalf of
the "conservative cause" and
John Schmidt, the American
Independent Party presidential
candidate. Tentatively
scheduled to speak is Tom
Donlin from St. Cloud.
Throughout the afternoon
tables will be set up in the main
lounge representing various
political groups. Included will
be the Democrats, Republicans,
Women's Political Caucus and
possibliy the Socialist Party and
John Birch Society.

Students are encouraged to
participate in the activities
planned for Political Emphasis
Day. Dismissal of classes,
however, will be left up to the
discreteion of the individual
At 1 p-.m. the two candidates instructor.
f o r t h e U . S . H o u s e of
Originally planned for
Representatives from the
Seventh Congressional District, Political Emphasis Day was a
B o b B e r g l a n d a n d J o h n student panel which ws to
Haaven, will give a 20 minute question the two Senatorial
speech followed bya 20 minute candidates and the seventh
q u e s t i o n i n g p e r i o d f r o m district candidates fot the U.S.
students. After the question House of Representatives.
period there will be an informal
DFL Senatorial incumbent
coffee break in the main lounge.
H o p e f u l l y a t t h i s t i m e Walter Mondale will not be able
discussion can be continued to attend due to the uncertain
between the candidates and l e n g t h o f t h e p r e s e n t
Congressional session. His
students.
opponent Phil Hansen, will not
At 2 p.m. candidates for state appear because he does not feel
position will also make an it would be beneficial to his
appearance. Avis Aronson and campaign and to the student
Neil Wohlwend, candidates for body if Mondale is not present.
the State Houe of
DFL Congressman Bob
Representatives, and Howard
Jacobson, Doug Sillers and Bergland will definitely appear.
David Strauss, candidates for His Republican opponent, John
the State Sente, will speak to Haaven, will also be present
students, Each candidate will a l t h o u g h t h e f o r m a t w a s
speak for 10 mintues and a changed at the request of his
question and answer period will campaign organizers

students dropped by about 7.3
per cent since last year, the
current figure is 4,781 . Since
1970 when enrollment reached
its peak at 5,351 students, the
enrollment has dropped by
about 530 students. The greatest
percentage of this drop being
due to the increase in non
resident student tuition.

The Advocate
urges ail MSC students to vote

the Student Senate," according
to Powell, "but the Student
Senate is part of the Moorhead
State College structure and by
law it is subject to being overruled by the MSC
administration."
"In contrast, as a private
corporation the SAI publicly has
the same footing as the college
administration. In other words,
be becoming a seperately
recognized organization we can
deal with representatives of the
college on an equal basis and
are not subject to their control,"
Powell said.

Rockefeller
Tuesday
Governor Nelson Rockefeller
will be making an appearance
at Moorhead State College,
Tuesday, Oct. 17, in behalf of
Seventh district Congressional
candidate, Jon Haaven and
President Richard Nixon.
Exact time and place of
Rockefellers appearance are
not yet known, but will be
posted as soon as possible.

The SAI will be run by a board
of directors. Hie five members
will be nominated by the
Students Senate and elected by
a majority vote of that group.
There will also be ex-officio
members of the board. All of
these members will be elected
at the first meeting of the
Student Senate after the okay is
received from the Attorney
General.
Functions of the SAI will be
varied. Among them will be
legal aid for students, consumer
protection, evaluations of the
faculty, an emergency bail fund
and a legal fund. All of these
services will be funded with
money earned by the SAI, which
is a non-profit organization.
This program "is following a
trend", Powell said.
At a
National Student Association
meeting last spring he and
David Strauss (sr-Valley City)
learned of associations similar
to SAI at Mankato State
College, University of
M i n n e s o t a , U n i v e r s i t y of
Wisconsin at Madison and other
schools across the country that
were highly effective. Hence,
t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t of t h e
Moorhead State College SAT
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state body backs fund stand here
By John Kingrey
Endorsement of the decision coordinate all public relations
on the Courtesy Bowl funds by f o r MSCSA.
The press
the MSC Student Senate and s e c r e t a r y w o u l d a l s o b e
Student Activities Budget responsible for disseminating
Committee, highlighted the Oct. information to all college
6-7 meeting of the Minnesota newspapers and the Minnesota
S t a t e C o l l e g e S t u d e n t news media.
Association (MSCSA) held at
Southwest State College.
Mass Comminications
departments in the state college
By unanimous vote, MSCSA system will be contacted for
directed its president to notify potential applicants to fill the
Dr. Dille and Minnesota State position. The press secretary
College Chancellor G. Theodore must be approved by MSCSA
Mitau, of the organization's and will receive 1-2 credits per
position and urge prompt action quarter.
on the issued.
J a n Nelson, p r e s i d e n t of
Other business included MSCSA questioned the legality
initial approval of a press of having a legislative assistant
s e c r e t a r y a n d l e g i s l a t i v e or lobbyist for the organization.
assistant for MSCSA.
He pointed out in a letter from
Chancellor Mitau that since
The duties of the press MSCSA funds are originally
s e c r e t a r y w o u l d b e t o derived from Student Activity

Fees, their use in a student
lobbying effort would "involve
us in a very gray area of the
law." according to Mitau.
MSCSA voted to tenatively
finance the legislative aid try
initiating a voluntary drive for
funds on the State College
campuses.

have to "do a little less
demonstrating and marching,
and find a little work,"
The next MSCSA meeting is
In the face of decreasing
enrollments and changing mood scheduled on Nov. 3-4 at
of the tax apyer, students will Winona.

"education must run a tight
ship."

MSCSA seeks a

State Representative Verne
E. Long, Chairman of the House
Higher Education Committee,
spoke on the second day of the
Representing approximately
meeting. He stressed the need
35,000 students, the Minnesota
to increase aid to students "if
State College Student
equal education is to be
Association (MSCSA) consists
available toall."
of Students from the seven state
colleges, Bemidji, Mankato,
Representative Long felt the
legislature in Minnesota "has M o o r h e a d , M i n n e s o t a
Metropolitan, Southwest (in
done rather well a s f a r a s
Marshall), St. Cloud and
supporting e d u c a t i o n " b u t
a d d e d t h a t i n t h e f u t u r e , Winona. MSCSA was formed
over five years ago.

legislative lobbyist

"The apple is for your teacher . . .

the Harman-Kardon is for you
w e l l e v e n help you finance
if it's too much for you t o chew."
\

—New£angler

Tr~«W

The current officers are: Jan
Nelson, president (St. SW);
Harry Welty, vice-president
(St. — Mankato); and Mike
Aymond, treasurer (St.
Winona).
State College student senates
pay annual dues of four cents
for every student at their
campus.
Three student
representatives, elected by
each of the student senates,
attend monthly meetings where
policies and actions are
discussed by five i n t e r n a l
committees who present
resolutions to the delegate
voting body.
The present concern of
MSCSA is establishing a close,
working relationship with the
Minnesota Legislature.
Although off to a limping start,
MSCSA plans to have a student
lobbyist stationed in St. Paul
researching the implications of
any bill affecting state college
students.
The problem of
funding the lobbyist has been a
persistent problem for MSCSA.
Jan Nelson, president of
MSCSA questioned the legality
of having a legislative assistant
or lobbyist for the organization.
He pointed out in a letter from
Chancellor Mitau that since
MSCSA funds are originally
derived from Student Activity
Fees, their use in a student
lobbying effort would "involve
us in a very gray area of the
law," according to Mitau.

THE
BLACKHAWK
LIVE MUSIC
Monday — Friday
INDIAN SUMMER

MATRICULATE OVER TO 130 NO. RROADWAY AND
SAVE 33% ON A HARMAN-KARDON STEREO SYSTEM
Heading back to school really doesn't have to be a bum
mer . . . that is not if you can take a little bit of home with
you. A name brand stereo system such as the Harman-Kardon system pictured here is just the right size for a dorm
room or apartment, and the price is just the right size too.
I'll bet you've never seen a system featuring the HarmanKardon 230 AM/FM receiver priced this low, The speakers
pictured with the Harmon Kardon receiver are Westek KR-8
acoustic suspension speakers. These speakers will not only
give you dear, balanced sound but with their sculptured
foam front grilles they add a nice touch to your surround
ings. The turntable is a BSR 310 and it comes equipped

with base dustcover, cue control and d Shure magnetic car
tridge with diamond stylus. See a Newfangler and tell him
you want a demonstration because you're matriculating .
watch him blush.

DIAMOND
RINGS

-TALE OF THE TAGS-

195
$300'

•Mfg. list price
* Normal store price
NOW YOU CAN SAVE 33%
OFF LIST AND 19% OFF
NORMAL STORE PRICE

*249"

$

199

230 North Broadway
Downtown Fargo
293-0090

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with conf idence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Acros:
The Street"
in MOORHEAD
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apathy noted in Student Senate
Opinion By Steve Webber
Though it may appear that
the Student Senate is hard at
work guarding the almighty
dollar of the student's activity
funds, a closer examination of
their efforts shows that the
apathy that is prevalent among
the students has now crept into
the Senate chambers.

Two other projects of major
importance on the Senate's
docket this year include the
student evaluation of faculty
and voter registration.
According to Strauss,
however, the only way that
anything will be completed is if
some enthusiasm can be
generated on the Senate and
extended to the student body.

In his state of the senate
address, Senate President
"I believe that the
David Strauss described the
incorporation
of the Senate
Senate as being disorganized
and in a state of dissarray. One holds great potential," said
look at the Senate's minutes will Strauss, "because we will be
provide the proof that besides
the present controversy over
the football money from the
Concordia game, little else is
being accomplished or even
attempted.

able to raise money as a unit
independent of the college."
But, as Strauss pointed out, it is
up to the Senate to take charge
and make the most of this
opportunity.

Idealistically Strauss
envisions the Senate as a well
organized special interest group
rather than a mass of
unattached individuals. Their
purpose is to act as an advisory
organ to Roland Dille,
president of
Moorhead State
"Everyone that was elected, C o l l e g e , w i t h b u d g e t
at one time or another said that deliberation as their most
they wanted to serve the student important annual task.
body — people forget, said
Strauss, not all of the senators
Strauss says that currently
have carried their fair share of the Senate is involved in the
the work load and accepted the allocation of small amounts of
responsibility of their office." poorly managed money.

If they could rearrange their
priorities so that the money
were to go to the groups that
best served the student
interests, there would
according to Strauss, be a lot
less hassle come budget time in
the Spring.
"The reduction in trouble can
come only after the groups at
MSC start to realize that if they
think that their event is so
important, thai their monetary
support can come from the
interested individuals who
would be willing to pay
admission to observe.

student lobbying created

powers on such boards as the UMS efforts. He served as a
Minnesota Higher Education lobbiest for the Minnesota
Coordinting Commission Collegiate Veterans Association
(HECC), revision of campus at the 1971 Legislative session.
liquor regulations, elimination
"We will work with
The University Student of discrepancies between
Those new positions would
residency requirements for
involve the coordination of Alliance, originally formed by voting and admission to the University of Minnesota
specialized areas of campus representatives from student University and increased administrators on issues of
concern such as academics, governments on University appropriations for higher mutual interest," Thomas
said. "Of course," he added,
c o n s u m e r s e r v i c e s , of Minnesota campuses, is now
education.
seeking
student
help
from
other
"we'll be at odds with them on
intramurals, publicity, legal
some issues — that's why we're
services, supplementary state colleges to research and
Students will also be asked to in businesss."
education and specific define issues of mutual interest.
deliver testimony before
programs entailing the
"Students are becoming legislative committees.
USA is also seeking
legalization of marijuana and
legislative
support for students
proportionately
more
active
in
state-wide student associations.
"In many cases," Thomas as voting members of the
politics in recent years," states
stated, "it will be possible to University Board of Regents
Up to this point, practically Peter Thomas, executive
nothing has been done to further director of the University arrange field work credit for and for control by students of
the goals that Strauss hoped to Student Alliance (USA). "They work with the USA. Part of my non-curricular programs which
responsibilities will be to are supported by student fees.
accomplish through the new have seen that their actions can
coordinate credit arrangements
have
results."
positions.
with the student's home One of USA's first projects will
college."
He
said
USA
has
already
be to poll University students
"At this time our major
for priorities on 11 specific
concerns are the issues of the made preliminary contacts with
Thomas, a 24-year-old
athletic funds and campus student governments at Vietnam veteran currently topics already set for action,
Thomas said.
Minnesota's
junior
colleges,
the
parking and finding some
enrolled at the University of
colleges
and
some
private
state
direction for the coming year,"
"We will need student help
Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), was
said Senate Vice-President colleges.
for
each bill being considered,"
appointed in July to coordinate
John Kingrey.
Thomas is looking for student
According to Senator Vicki help to research topics
Bertrand, there is some including full rights and
direction this year, but the responsibilities for 18-year olds,
senators are just a little slow measures for student tax
exemptions, student voting
finding it.
College students will have
In that same address, Strauss
outlined a proposal for the their own lobbying organization
establishment of eight new at the 1973 session of the
positions on the Student Senate. Minnesota Legislature.

SENATOR
GEORGE
McGOVERN
Speaking at an airport rally on
Thursday, October 12, at 7 p.m. Live
entertainment. Free buses running from
the MSC Union from 6 to 6:45 to Hector
field in Fargo.
Sponsored and paid for by the 7th District Citizens
for McGovem, Shannon Griffin, treasurer.

said the executive director. He
hopes to serve as a coordinator
'of the volunteers, although he
may do some research and
presentation himself.
"The most difficult bills to
pass will be those relating to
money matters," he added.
The University Student
Alliance was formed last spring
by the presidents from student
governments at University of
Minnesota campuses in the
Twin Cities, Duluth, Morris,
Waseca and Crookston and
representatives of the Twin
Cities West Bank Union and the
St. Paul Board of Colleges.
Students at Minnesota colleges
who wish to work for USA may
contact Thomas at the UMD
Student Association, University
of Minnesota, Duluth. During
the Legislative session he will
have an office in 213 Coffman
Memorial Union in
Minneapolis.

THE SHOP
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repair
116 14th Street North, Moorhead

236-7692
A Free
Quart of Anti-Freeze
With a Winter Tune-Up
GOOD FROM OCTOBER 12 - OCTOBER 17,1972

Open 7:30 A.M.- 7:00 P.M. Monday-Thursday
7:30 AM.-5:00P.M. Fridays
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to the editor
By Steve Webber, Associate Editor

natural stone in Wisconsin

As the numerous vacancies on the committees of the
Student Senate indicate, there is a definite lack of interest
for politics and all extracurricular activities in general at
To The Editor:
Moorhead State.

A rare case it is, indeed, when The Green Lake Conference is religious; which infectiously
Again as usual the broad cliche of apathy is being tossed
around to describe a situation that is so intangible that often a large gathering of persons of an isolated example of the and contagiously weaken and
highly diverse racial, national, n u m e r o u s c o n f e r e n c e s , destroy man's hope for world
the definitiion contradicts itself.
social, economical, and
religious backgrounds can be
What most often happens, however,is that when apathy is freed from these fictitious
used to describe a situation the blame is immediately barriers and work together in a
placed at the feet of the group being chastised.
unified and progressive
situation.

The disinterest at Moorhead State is of a different nature.
Students say — What's the use, I won't be able to
accomplish anything anyway. Armchair philosophers
attribute that to ignorance, when in truth the unconcern
reflects the knowledge that the students have of the
committee system at MSC.
That knowledge underscores time upon time of
committee resolutions being totally ignored, innumerable
requests being rejected and flagrant violation of State
College Board Rules and Regulations.

Those resolutions aren't being ignored by students, but
that rejection has been and is rapidly becoming the daily
routine of administrators and faculty on this campus.
Students see the futility of butting their heads up against a
committee system that results in nothing but complaints
and revert to other much less creative pursuits.
The disinterest it would appear is not the fault of the
students, but the fault of the people that constantly reject
the advice of the committees.
As the college is now in a state of flux due to the delay in
shaping a new all-college constitution, a certain amount of
misunderstanding is bound to appear.
But, if the faculty and administration are sincere about
developing student interest in politics and other
extracurricular activities, then it should be clear to them
that a major portion of the inspiration is their
responsibility.
They should set the precedent of lending an ear to student
requests and making a genuine effort to work with the
students instead of against them.

advocate

institutes, seminars, and
schools that have been
organized by the various
institutions of the Baha'i Faith
for well over the past 100 years
in all parts of the world. Since
the principles to which the
Baha' is adhere all revolve
around the principle of the
oneness of mankind there is
little wonder why such meetings
have been so successfully
unified and progressive.

Such a rare case, however, I
was fortunate to enjoy this past
weekend at Green Lake, WI,
where nearly 700 persons with
the above mentioned diverse
backgrounds worked together
in the defined situation through
s o c i a l i n t e r c h a n g e a n d Consequently, prejudices of
s c h e d u l e d l e c t u r e s a n d all kinds, whethere racial,
discussions on diverse topics national, social, economical, or
raning from collective security
to a spiritual solution to the
economic problem.

peace and unity; are gradually
being eliminated through such
meetings where Baha'i
community life, based on the
Baha'i principles, is the
standard for each person's
actions, words, and deeds.
Thus, the Baha'i community
is increasingly and continuously
establishing and strengthening
the foundation for world peace
and unity a goal which so many
persons desire, but have not yet
found the means to obtain.
LEE ARTHUR LEWIS
Moorhead, Minnesota

don't play it again sam
To The Editor:
Being the film coordinator of
the SUPB Films Committee and
the Student Union
programming board I have the
responsiblity of bringing in such
quality films as "Yellow
Submarine," "The Freshman",
"The Reivers", Monkey
Business", "Sterile Cukoo" and
many more. In the future, I'll
help bring in such greats as
"Midnight Cowboy", "In Cold
Blood", "Modern Times",
"Birth of a Nation", "The Owl
and the Pussycat", and "King
Kong".

Although I have tried to
maintain our budget and use the
money to bring in the best
possible films for the students
here at Moorhead State College,
I admit that last Friday's film
wasn't of the best total quality
whichhasbeenshown on campus
by the ASUPB films committee.
The policy that I have tried to
establish with the films shown
here at Moorhead State is one of

Persons submitting letters-to-the editor should limit them to 300 words or
less.
Steve Bond
Editor
Steve Webber
Associate Editor
Webb White
Business & Advertising Manager
Don Haagenson
Photo Editor
Ryan Bakken
Sports Editor
Julie Henderson
Arts& Entertainment Editor
Ron Wood
Layout Consultant
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quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
MSC Circle K Chapter and Roger Hunt
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock Circulation
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The
Staff members: Barbara Allen, Donna Bart, Lynn Bell, Carol Braun,
Advocate is printed by Lakes Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn., and
Murray Cody, Gayle Cossette, Libby Crider, Steve Eggleston, Linda
printed in Hawley, Minn.
Flacksbarth, Jan Fredrickson, Wayne Gudmundson, Kurt Hegland, Phil
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an educational nature and
providing a good entertaining
experience. Also to provide the
best quality for the money and
give you, the students, a chance
to see some of the rare films
that you'll never have a chance
to see possibly again. I believe I
have succeeded farily well up to
this point.
I ' m concerned with t h e
people's feelings and I will
promise that the standard of the
films shown by the SUPB films
c o m m i t t e e d will not f a l t e r
again, however, I wish to ask
YOU as students to bring your
requests and suggestions to the
SUPB Films Committee as we
are always happy to hear from
you. All our mistakes are
noticed and corrected and if you
have any other questions or
insults or even perhaps
favorable comments
please
contact the SUPB Films
Committee or me in person in
the SUPB office in the Student
Union or call 236-2264.
Respectfully Yours,
Dennis Steussy
SUPB Films Coordinator
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facelift fun for frumpy flora frick
The telephone equipment Flora Frick, the bookstore will
center, which controls all the have room to expand.
The remodeling of Flora phones on campus, will remain
The "tunnel" as we now know
Frick Hall will create many unchanged.
it will be completely changed.
changes in the old hall that we
are familiar with.
The printing department, now Cars will no longer be able to
located in Owens Hall, will be drive through it because it will
The small gymnasium, the moved to the first floor of Flora be a lounge. The lounge will be
area where tuition is paid, will Frick along with the counseling located on the west half of the
become the computer science center. Because of the changes tunnel while the main rear
c e n t e r u n d e r t h e n e w occuring on the first floor of entrance will be on the east half.
construction plans. The large
gymnasium will house the
DR. HARLAN 6EIGER
various computer science
offices and an anticipated three
classrooms.
CONTACT LENSES '*
The swimming pool now in
SIS ltf Am. H.
Ml 2SS-UH
Flora Frick will basically
remain the same although
brand new locker rooms will be
DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
installed. The entrance to the
CONTACT LENSES
pool will be changed so that one
does not have to go through the
have begun outside work on Flora Frick Hall. Photo by locker room area to get to the
pool.
Roger Hunt.
233-1424
702 CENTER AVE., MOORHEAD
By Roger Hunt

THE
PR0FFESSI0NALS

OPTOMETRIST

OPTOMETRIST

want ads

WANTED: Male Roommate.
Basement Apt. Three blocks off
campus.
Low rent, new
appliances, utilities paid. Call
Mark at 236-1979
FOR SALE:
Typewriter:
Smith-corona
Classic 12 like new condition,
$80 or best offer. 236-2398, Steve
Hunter.
WANTED: Used bicycles in
good condition. Contact Dahl
Hall at 236-2180
FOR SALE: Stereo systems.
Sony TC 560 tape deck with
speakers and Garrard SLX 3
turntable. Both in excellent
condition. Call Michael
Johnson at 236-7822 after 5:30
p.m.
AIR FORCE ROTC AT MSC?
Not quite - but the best thing to
it! As a result of Tri-College
Cooperation, MSC students who
will have two years remaining
in school after next summer can
apply for the Air Force ROTC
two-year program at NDSU.
Learn to fly during your senior
year, at Air Force expense.
Maybe a full Air Force
scholarship for the next two
years. Attend a six week Field
Training session at an Air Force
base next summer (and earn
$400 plus travel reimbursement
while you're at it); take 18
credits of Areospace Studies
courses at NDSU during the
next two years — and earn $100
a month tax-free while you're
doing it — and get your Air
Force commission on the day
you graduate plus a well paying
job on the Areospace Team at
the same time. From then on,
the sky's no limit. Come see us
in the Old Field House, NDSU,
or call 237-7949 for more
information.
ma i>lHAMBU«6f« specialises!
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ELECTRONIC MIRACLE TURNS
YOUR HOUSE WIRING INTO

^ JUMBO TV
ANTENNA
195

ONLY

2

Plus 50c

Postage & Handel ing

One
small step
for
womankind
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Now you can bring In every channel In your area sharp
and clear without installing an expensive outdoor anten
na or using unsightly "rabbit ears." This simple little in
vention does the trick. You attach it easily and quickly to your
TV set. then plug it into wall outlet. Uses no current at ail... makes
your home wiring a huge antenna for super reception. Great for FM radios,
too. Instructions included.

A menu for those who know
there has to be something
a little different some place
in this town.
Bellytaster
Dog on a Stick
Don't like 'em? Can't blame you.
(Too many places don't make their
[own so they don't taste right. We
make our own, so we know they are
good. Try one, it'll renew your faith
in the world... at least in hot dogs

35*
21 Pieces of
Shrimp, Fries
Whole shrimp, not a mishmash of
parts; deep fried to a golden brown;
served with cocktail sauce and crisp
brown french fries; Some people
say this dish is great with a cold
beer; every weekend

'1.49
Rascbburger
A very simple sandwich: a quarter
pound of hamburger, a slice of
sweet onion with a sesame bun.
Every Monday

2for'1

Excuse the term, but that's what it
is. Kind of a double Ranchburger for
those "football types." Alka Seltzer
available upon request. Mandatory
for those who are silly enough to try
to eat two

2 for 89e
cQ Kiddie Burger
From one extreme to the other.
Petite hamburgers on special little
buns. Don't feel embarrassed about
asking for it, the name refers to the
size, not the customer

tt°or6fort
Jumbo Box of Fries

Really six orders of crisp fries in
your very own carry home box.
Excuse the digression, but the box is
designed like a brightly colored
circus wagon. If your friends point
and laugh at the box, slap their
hands when they reach for your
fries

'1.00

Yes, we have all those other
v.)"/
yummy things, too!
>'$>•. v\ '• ..
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KMSC in stylish new quarters
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By Donna Bart

It all began about 25 years ago
in the damp and mysterious
sublevels of Ballard Hall at
Moorhead State College. There
was one small control room
with a Coke machine in back, a
newsroom and an army surplus
transmitter broadcasting 40
watts.
Rats and flies at times
seemed the most avid (and

only) listeners. The
intermittent ankle-deep floods
and oppressive summer heat
and winter chill appeared to be
scaring away even the most
hardly disk jockey.
But that's past history since
MSC moved to the six room
station in the Comstock
Memorial Union about a year
ago. Gone are the small

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION

CALL

CITY CAB
233-1354
NO METERS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Home Coming Week

SPECIAL
2W

IM2.

Beef C arvcr Inn
10 South 8th Strwt
Moortiiflrf, Minimiu 56540 *

"Bwftnmr
—

PhOM 230-5407

—

Hamburgers
From Around The World
From
Our Menu

75

UUho sells Elgins at
these low prices? Zales!
(Who else?)

quarters and the Coke machine,
but the old transmitter is still
there.
*
Among other changes are
commercial advertising on a
limited basis and the founding
of a news department, with
hopes of MSC eventually
operating on FM.
Because the news department
is a recent change, it is still in
the stage of development.
Broadcasts are given once an
hour with news obtained from
the UPI machine and with
reporters who attend local
campus-oriented events such as
the McGovern rally recently
held here. In the future, news

comments will be aired from
the major radio networks and
some news features will be
done.
A staff of three women and
five men deal with the news and
most all are rookies in the
business of broadcasting.
The women are doing better
than the men at this stage,"
said Bob Ormseth, news
director, "but the work of all the
members is improving."
KMSC is a closed circuit
carrier station which means
that they broadcast on campus
only. The transmitter is
located in the control room of
the stuio and the signal is sent
by special teleophone lines to

MB

BEERS

WINES
LIQUORS

Visit our wine acres

- 68*

Shop & Save on Meats

J* *

i

BAIL BONDS

10 Per Cent
Discount
With Student I.D.

Your Choice

$4088

ZALES— West Acres Center
Five convenient way*to buy:

Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard • Master Charge • Lay away

Approximately 55 people
comprise the staff of KMSC. Of
these only three people recieve
a salary, the program director,
the station manager and the
engineer. Commonly referred
to as
staff expense, they
receive $10 a week and $40
monthly. The
advertising
director and salesmen get a
commission of what they sell.
The station is student owned
and student run. The budget of
$13,990 originates from the
Student Senate funds.

"With this limited budget, the
station can never hope to go
FM, unless more advertising is
sold and a building fund is set
up into which KMSC income
would go," said Dennis
Hamilton, station manager.
"The administration see a value
(go going FM) but they can't
fund it."
KMSC has begun to obtain
studio facilities for FM
operation, but have yet to obtain
an FM transmitter.
Should the station operate on
FM, theywould have to
broadcast 12 months of the year
and would need a full-time
manager and eingineer. Third
class licenses wouldbe required
of those broadcasting on FM.
Wayne Gudmundson's fish-eye lens captured Karl Xavier at
The station at present
KMSC's master control board.
broadcasts 98 hours a week
from 7 to 10 a.m. in the
mornings and 4 p.m. to 3 a.m. in
the evenings on week days.
Saturdays and Sundays
morning shows run from 9 a.m.
Bottles — Cans
to noon. Weekday morning
shows are stricly DJ choice
which is as the title implies,
anything that the disk jockey
wishes to play.
Weekday
afternoons
alternate between the top 60, DJ
choice, country-western and
requests.
In the early evening hours,
listeners will be hearing albums
and the top 60 records, current
singles and oldies, except on
PHONE 282-3415
Wednesdays when Rhythm and
blues are played. The
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER
FARGO
remaining hours of the day are
programmed with much the
"Are you getting the service
same arrangement but with
you are paying for?"
more emphasis on albums. Late
Friday evenings include jazz
while midnight to 3 a.m.
weekends is mellow rock.
"It's a block style format,"
comments Hamilton, "there is
no formal play list. That
wouldn't fit in with a free type of
format anyway." He continued,
"Each DJ should be able to
"Your One-Stop Meat Shop'
consider his audience for
114 5th St. S.
Moorhead
233-3688 himself." Though as Hamilton
& $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$« $ states, there is no play list,
KMSC does print up a list for
dorm distribution of their top 60
records.
"We provide another
alternative to commercialradio
and we're more personalized.
ANYWHERE--ANYTIME
We have a very critical
(24 HOURS)
audience, a peer group, and
we're not out to impress
anyone." Hamilton stated, "We
don't know as much about radio
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo
as we think we do. That's why
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$3 § we are a challenge to try and a
challenge to listen to."

EVERY DAY SPECIAL
LEAN GROUND BEEF

A vast selection of men's and ladies'
17-jewel watches including bracelet
styles, automatics, calendars, skindivers, railroad designs and more.

Ballard, Snarr, Holmquist and
Nelson-Grantham residence
halls. The signal is then
received by remote
transmitters and transferred
throughout the building.

| Municipal -District-Federal
BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.

1

Dragon
Daze

starring singer
also song writer

WEDNESDAY: OCT. 18
1 p.m. Political Emphasis
Day: Political speakers from
national, state or local level ...
7 p.m. "Midnight Cowboy"
offered to MSC community for
50 cents.
THURSDAY: OCT. 19
3-5 p.m. Coffee hour ii
fireplace lounge of the Studen
Union for faculty, staff, parent:
and students.
7:30 p m Variety Show — to be
held in Nemzek Fieldhouse with
the faculty, students and staff
participating.
Following the Variety Show —
Pep Rally — Location North
Nemzek Field.
8:30 p.m.
Planetarium
Showing — Program on
structure of the universe.
FRIDAY: OCT. 20
4 p.m. Judging of the sign
contest for dormitories and
other groups.
Signs will
promote "Dragon Daze" and
should be taken to the game on
Saturday.
5 p.m. Stage Band Concert.
To be held in the Union Lounge.
Listening enjoyment from the
popular MSC Stage Band under
the direction of Dr. Noice.
7:30p.m. Planetarium Show
— Autumn Skies — introduction
to the planetarium.
8 p.m. Mac Davis Concert —
Location, Nemzek Fieldhouse.
SATURDAY: OCT. 21
All day—Parents Day. We
would like to invite all parents.
10 a.m. — 4 p.m. Dragon
Daze Fair. The entire student
Union will be filled with booths,
displays, educational and
academic information, flea
markets, coffee corners and fun
for everyone.
11 a.m.—4 p.m. Free games
in Games Room, Student Union.
11 a.m. — Noon. Cartoon
festival will be featured in the
coffee house. Flicks of all
varieties will be shown free of
charge.
1:30 p.m. Game time —
exciting pre-game exhibitions.
9 p.m. — 1 a.m. Old time
dance — The Union Ballroom
will have the great sounds of the
"Music Makers" an old time
band from the area. Admission
will be 10 cents — a charitable
donation.
1 p.m. — Planetarium Show
— Program on structure of the
universe.
5:45 p.m. Informal "come as
you are" post game party and
dinner at The Bowler Steak
House, Fargo. Alumni, parents,
friends, students.
All Week— Dormitory
Activities

Contemporary
is the Word
Cards
Plaques

Banners

HURLEY'S

622 • 2nd Ave. No.

Fargo

Mac Davis, the 29-year-old
He has made eight guest
songwriter from Lubbock, TX, appearances on the "Tonight
will be at Nemzek Fieldhouse, Show" and five appearances on
Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.
the "David Frost Show" all
%
within the last six months. He
Recognition as a songwriter has also starred in the main
has been slow for Mac Davis room of the Sahara Hotel and, to
because of his use of aliases. He prove his versatility, will star in
has just now started writing more than 40 college concerts
under his own name.
His writing credits include: within the year.
One of the factors
"In the Ghetto" and "Don't Cry
contributing
to the success of
Daddy" for Elvis Prelsey;
"Friend, Lover, Woman, Wife" Mac Davis, is the inherent
and "Daddy's Little Man" for subtlety of his songs. Instead of
O. C. Smith; "Something's songs of protest, he sings songs
Burning" for Kenny Rogers and that are characterized as "eyethe First
Edition and openers." An example of this is
"Watching Scotty Grow" for "In the Ghetto".
Tickets are on sale
Bobby Goldsboro.
now to the MSC community for
Many well-known singers $2 and general admission for $3
have praised his songs, among in advance at the door.
them are Sammy Davis> Andy
Mac Davis, songwriter and singer, will appear at Nemzek
Williams, and the Letterman.
Fieldhouse.
THIS IS THE YEAR OF YOUR PERSONAL

CONCERT
HALL...

At Team

Lloyd's M 825 Deluxe Quadraphonic FM/AM
and FM/Stereo High Fidelity System with Voice
of Music Changer

Whether you like classical, rock, rhythm and blues or country music — the Lloyd's Quadraphonic System
with its four speakers will literally surround you with sound. This system is packed with electronic sophisti
cation which lets you reproduce Quad tapes, broadcasts and records. Also synthesizes four-channel sound
from stereo source material. The receiver has lighted slide rule tuning dial, automatic frequency control and
many, many other features. If you've been thinking of stepping up to a Quad System
TEAM PRICE
that will give you "Living Presence" sound at the right price —your TEAM Electronics
Center is the place where it all comes together. To make it a complete audio system,
we've included a Voice of Music 1593 Changer with base, cartridge and dust cover
too.

s26995

SAVE

ON A STEREO SYSTEM PACKAGE
Pioneer SX-525
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
The SX-525 truly offers more important extras
than many receivers priced tar higher. It features
finely balanced, dynamic stereo sound — and
more than enough power to fill a big room with
music. Sensitive FM tuner reception, highly
advanced circuitry and tape monitor.
Specifications: 13 watts per channel (RMS), both
channels driven into 8 ohms. Frequency response
of 20hz to 20khz at less than 1% intermodulation
or harmonic distortion.

Pioneer SX-525 Receiver
(2) Fteclilinear XI Loudspeakers
Garrard 42M Changer
Base
Oust cover
Pickering Magnetic Cartridge

Rectilinear XI Loudspeaker Systems

Garrard 42M Changer

The highly acclaimed Rectilinear XI was designed
to give critical listeners a reasonably priced speaker
with accurate linear response and very low
distortion. The XI features a 10" woofer and a
3" tweeter with wide range level control so
high frequency output can be attenuated to suit
the acoustic environment of your home.

We think you'll agree that the 42M is a classic
example of imaginative product design and
engineering Some of the features a pre-mounted
and balanced Pickering Magnetic Cartridge with
elliptical stylus, new type damped cueing and pause
control, adjustable anti-skating control Garrard
base and dust cover, too'

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

$239 95
159 00
49 95
595
5 95
34 95

Come in and talk to us
about special savings
on the entire system.

115 8th St. So. Moorhead Ph. 233-7516
West Acres Fargo Ph. 282-4562

Pit* a

director returns

stage band is young
Ttie MSC Stagehand, under
the direction of Dr. Albert
Noice, associate professor of
music, will make its first
appearance of the year at the
Dragon Daze Festival. Concerts
will be 5 p.m. Oct. 20, and 10
a.m. Oct. 21 in the Student
Union Lounge.
Noice has spent the past year
on sabbatical leave, making an
independent, in depth study of
college music departments at
various places in the U.S.
Noice spent over a month
studying at North Texas State
University, which harbors one
of t h e o l d e s t a n d f i n e s t
stagehands in the country.
In Los Angeles and
Hollywood, Noice set up his own
private study in selective areas.
He also visited college music
departments up and down the
west coast.
Noice had an opportunity to
listen to tapes made by the MSC
Stagehand last year under the
d i r e c t i o n of Owen C l a r k ,
graduate assistant of music,
and was very impressed by
Clark's creativity and
imaginative direction.
Hie band, consisting of four
trumpets, four trombones, four
rhythm, five saxes, a vocalist,
and Noice, is new this year and
still in a developmental
situation. "I've got great
enthusiasm over this band.
T h e y ' r e young, but g r e a t
workers. Their potential is
great," Noice said.
Asked about his plans for the
present, Noice stressed the
band belongs to the students.
"It's their band. We've always
made ourselves available to the
students and to the school."
Kise concerts on Halloween,
Thanksgiving and Christmas
are planned to continue.
Noice also plans to schedule a
tour of different high schools
and to make television
appearances, as in the past.
TCiere is also the possibility of
entering competition at a
regional jazz festival in the
spring though it is not set at
the present time.

Symbols, drums, and trombones, three basic ingredients for a
stagehand.
Dave Kachmann played a solo on the tenor sax.
Rhythm guitar was Joe Beckman.Chuck Fox played bass.
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Dr. Albert Noice, director of MSC stagehand, emphasized unity and
balance during one of their practice sessions. Photo's by Don
Haagenson.
Fngering the ivories was Doug Miller.
Disciple, practice and more practice, perfect the MS stagehand.

•
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ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
Oct. 12-15 STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF, Little
Country Theatre, NDSU, 8:15.
Oct. 12 TRYOUTS for Variety Show, 7 p.m. Coffee House.
Oct. 13 CACTUS FLOWER begins at the F-M Community
Theatre, running through Oct. 17 and Oct. 20-22.
Oct. 13 THE BIG CARNIVAL, starring Kirk Douglas, in CMU
lounge, no charge.
Oct. 14 CARPENTERS at NDSU.
Oct. 14 FRANK SCOTT at Concordia.
Oct. 15 CONCORDIA ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR in homecoming
concert Memorial Auditorium, 2:30 p.m.

Rourke Gallery opens;
NDSU prof reads poetry

Polanski film
wallows in the

Oct. 16 BREATHLESS, French 1959, for the International Film
Series, Weld Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 17 SUPB FILM SERIES, Weld Auditorium, 7:30p.m.
Oct. 18 DRAGON DAZE, running through Oct. 21.
Oct. 18 POLTTCAL EMPHASIS DAY.
Oct. 18 MIDNIGHT COWBOY, Weld Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. 50
cents.
Oct. 19 DRAGON DAZE activities: Variety Show, Pep Rally,
By Phil Hilker
Burning of M.
Oct. 19 ROBERT deGAETANO, Series for the Performing Arts,
I have not ever seen so much
8:15, Weld Auditorium.
blood in one movie as I have in
Roman Polanski's "Macbeth."
Even"The Godfather"looks like
a pinprick compared to the neck
gouging, chest shredding, head
chopping and back axing in this
film.

Macbeth gore

By Julie Henderson
Several events marked the A former MSC student,
reopening of the Fargo Rourke Richard Gruchella, displayed
Gallery this weekend, at 18 S. recent pottery in connection
8th St.
with the verDoorn Craft Gallery
located in the same building.

That in itself is not so bad, but
Polanski has gone to great
lengths to be overly graphic
about the whole thing, even to
the point of showing us lifeless
red babies, arrows beng shot
directly into foreheads and
blood spurting from daggered
jugular veins.

NDSU poet and instructor,
Richard Lyons, displayed
prints, small books, and his
newest publication, "The
Picture 1909".
"The Picture" is a fevel*se of
the usual process — a poem
written around a picture. Lyons
tells the story of a grey middleaged woman and her grey life —
a life with only one claim to
fame, killing a hen-eating wolf.

THE HITCH
HIKERS
M.
',Eve. Performances Only

Besides performing "The
Picture" Lyons read other
examples of his poetry. He also
used the services of one of his
students as voice-instrument
accompaniment resulting in
an Arlo-Guthrie type style.

T0WNE

Lyons has published several
previous works. He's presently
associate professor of English
at NDSU.

7:15 8.9:15

A FRANKOVKX PflOOUCTON

237-0022

GODieHfWI
|U$N^G»HSM

^

editor

BUTTERFLIES
ARE FREE

How could Roman, after
going through so much with his
own wife's murder, bring such a
gory and blood-sopping movie
to the screen? Only Charles
Manson knows.
Another shortcoming is the
performances of Jon Finch as
Macbeth and Francesca Annis
as Lady Macbeth. Both are
relatively newcomers and both
fail to capture wholly the
spirits that drove these two to
their bloody deeds and finally to
their deaths. Polanski has made
them a contemplative couple,
relaying heavily on the dubbing
of sound over non-moving lips
(hence, they appear to be in
deep thought). And, for the
most part, it works. However,
Richard Lyons read poetry during his opening in Fargo. Photo by when the two do speak, their
Wayne Gudmundson.
words are often so garbled that
plot after plot is lost in the
translation.
Obviously, Polanski has
expected the majority of us to
have already
read
"Macbeth". I have not (only a
few brief portions) and I was
continually befuddled as to
events in the film.
A fine supporting cast is
headed by Martin Shaw
(Banquo), Terence Baylor
(Macduff) and Noelle
Runnington,
Maise
MacFarquhuar and Elsie
Taylor (three of the witchiest
witches you could ever wish to
see). Their presence makes
"Macbeth" come to life with
such a fullness as to put Finch
and Annis to shame.
If only Polanski would have
worried more over extracting
good performances rather than
blood.

For Sheer Delight...
See "Butterflies" Tonite
Eve. 7:15-9:20

Cinema 70

• cou*»Awcn*ts|PG|

THE NEW
CENTURIONS
With
George C. Scott
&
Stacy Kealh
A Picture With The
Sting Of Realism.
Now Cinema I — West Acres

Now Cinema II — West Acres

"Fiddler on lie Roof"

STARTS OCT. IS

"Nicholas & Alexandra"

A great motion picture!!

The Whole World Changed ...
Because Two Wouldn't.

MIDNIGHT SHOW
0n

Friday The 13th
At Cinema I & I

IN CONCERT

Alfred Hitchcock's
if

PSYCHO

if

It wi scare you out of your seat
CINEMA 1-12:00

Song Painter,MacDavis

CINEMA 11-12:30

OCTOBER 20, 1972
NEMZEK FIELDHOUSE 8..00 P.M.

Tickets on sale at Daveau's, Team Electronics, and SPS. Room in M.S.C. Union
ALL SEATS RESERVED
$2.00 M.S.C. Students, Faculty, & Alumni
$3.00 General Public & at the door

Also noteworthy is the
luscious photography which
presides over every frame of
the film. Medieval Scotland was
indeed a reality, helped greatly
by the splendid costuming and
beautiful as well as barren
locations. Polanski has also
employed some marvelous
special effects that do much to
increase the sense of
spookiness which pervades the
entire film.
As a whole though,
Polanski's "Macbeth" wallows
in its own blood. It is simply an
exercise on how to kill
somebody you don't like by
means of ax, dagger, sword or
mace. And more times than not,
the killing ends up as an act of
vein" repetition.
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soprano charms students
By Julie Henderson
Talent, beauty and youth —
the Americn dream, epitomized
by Frederica von Stade, a 27year-old mezzo-soprano who
performed on campus last
week.
Wednesday was spent on
campus, mingling with the
students, and giving lectures on
various aspects of opera.

"Most important of all, find
out what kind of voice you have
and its limits. Any kind of voice
can be used in opera."

She also emphasized the need
for total concentration while
performing. "Youcan't perform
when tired. You must have your
whole body working for you to
get the right voice. That's why
During the hour, it was opera is rarely performed every
obvious Miss von Stade had the night."
100-200 people charmed, much
As to moving into a career,
as she had the audience hanging
Miss von Stade advocated
on every note Thursday auditions and competitions,
evening.
since managers of opera houses
Speaking to prospective are often the judges. She also
singers, Miss von Stade listed stressed the benefits of having a
three basic requirements far a good manager.
performer, "a voice, a sense of
Being a mezzo-soprano, Miss
what to do on stage, and von Stade has often played the
musicianship."
part of young boys. Speaking of

her first experience in this role,
she smiled and said, "I found
myself coming across the stage
like a Green Bay Packer."
She concluded her talk with
the problem of tension, often
revealing itself in unflattering
twitches or movements.
"Since it's going to show itself
somehow, you might as well use
it in a creative way."
Miss von Stade has performed
in musical comedy, and later
attended school to learn to read
music and to get a degree to
teach. There she became
interested in opera, and also
revealed that she was amused
by the fact that "it takes them
seven beats to fall in love, and
Frederica von Stade, 27-year-old mezzo-soprano performed on
45 measures to die."
campus last week. Photo by Rick (Xmstead.

Waldorf Liquors

pianist will play,

• 718 Main, Fargo
First Package Store Across
the Bridge on Main Ave.

lead class here

COLD WINE

By Julie Henderson

Yes we have OLY

The second performance in
the Series for the Performing
Arts will be a return
appearance by Robert de
Gaetano, a young pianist.

Cans, bottles and draft beer

Off-Sale SPECIALS
Going On Always

De Gaetano was the first
museian to win the Rotary
International Scholarship. He
was discovered by two Soviet
musicians, pianist Sviatoslav
Richter and violinist David
Oistrakh. He spent last season
on a major tour of the United
States for S. Hurok.
From a $350 grant from the
Minnesota State Arts Council,
de Gaetano will also be able to
conduct a Master Class for
students on campus from 2-4
p.m. Oct. 18. The program is
made possible through a grantin-aid awarded by the
Minnesota State Arts Council
through funds appropriated by
the Minnesota Legislature and
the National Endowment for the
Arts.
De Gaetano will perform
selections by Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin and Prokofiev. "Sonata

OPEN TILL 1:00 A.M.

L fykcies

•S

WEST ACRES
in E major, Opus 109" of
Beethoven, is said to be "the
work in which Beethoven
achieved the highest plane of
intellectualemotional
synthesis", according to
Bernhard D. Weiser in
Keyboard Music. Of Prokofiev,
he says, "Undoubtedly the
greatest Russian composer for
the piano and thus far the
greatest piano-composer of the
twentieth century."

Other selections to be
performed by de Gaetano
include "Italian Concerto" by
Bach and "Scherzo No. 2 in B
flat minor , Opus 31 "and
"Nocturne in C Sharp minor,
Opus 27, No. 2" by Chopin.
Tickets for the performance
Oct. 19, 8:15 p.m. in Weld
Auditorium are $1 plus activity
card for students and $2.75 for
general admission.

Cottral sings
variety here
By Jan Westra
Tom Cottral came to the
Coffee House from Concordia
last week, performing with a
fine voice and some good music.
He performed a wide variety
of different artists including
Bob Dylan ("Lay, Lady Lay"),
Carole King ("You've Got a
Friend") and ("Why You
Lead"), James Taylor ("Fire
and Rain"), Looking Glass
("Brandy") and a mixture of
John Denver, Melanie, and
Simon and Garfunkel.
The golden oldie for the night
"Running Bear" was greeted
with special enthusiasm from
the audience (even the dude in
front who was having his hair
done by his girl).

"Crafts: Potters from
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Weaving
from Knott County, Kentucky"
will be on exhibition in the
Center for the Arts Gallery at
Music was Cottral's strong Moorhead State College from
point, but between-song talk Oct. 16 — Nov. 3, 1972.
was not. He made it as a
musician, but not as an
Gallery hours are from 8 a.m.
entertainer.
to 5 p.m. Mondays through
Coming up this week: Variety Fridays and to 5 p.m. on
Show auditions at the Coffee Saturdays and Sundays.
House from 8 to 12 p.m. Oct. 12.

Town And Country Flowers
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

93rd Anniversary

SALE

Savings in every department!
Example:

Merville
Pantyhose
Buy 4 Pair
5th Pair
FREE!

PREGNANT AND
DISTRESSED?
CALL BIRTHRIGHT

237-9955

7:30 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

I

I

1101 2nd Ave. No.
Fargo •
In
The Old Milwaukee
"Depo"

FRAME —KRAFT
PROFESSIONAL
'
FRAMING
CALL
232-5111
Original Moulding &
Mat Board. Custom
Made To Order

Have Fun Earn Money
Professional Fund Raising Firm approved by YMCA,
DECA& VICAneed reps to contact college groups, churches,
etc. part time.

GUYS or GALS
Call Mr. Erickson
For Details 236-1942

For College Men
Who Think They Can Lead,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Freshmen,
Sophomores & Juniors

Platoon
Leaders
Class

Ground or Air

Seniors & Graduates

Officer
Candidate
Class
Ground or Air

No on-campus training • Eligible members receive
$100 a month for each of the 9 months of the school
year • Free civilian flight instruction for eligible
members of PLC Air program • Freshmen and
sophomores attend two six-week summer sessions
at Officer Candidates School, Quantico, Virginia •
Juniors take one extended session in summer before
senior year • Commissioning on day of college
graduation • All officers then attend six-months of
advanced leadership training at The Basic School,
Quantico • Aviation officers report directly to flight
school for jet or helicopter training after Basic School.

No on-campus training • After college graduation,
candidates attend Officer Candidates School,
Quantico, Virginia • Upon commissioning, all
officers report to The Basic School, Quantico, for six
months' advanced training • All Marine ground
officers state the occupational fields they prefer,
and in three out of four cases they get their first
choice • Aviation officers report to flight school for
jet or helicopter training.

Ask AMarine About Leadership...
And Learn Something About Yourself
Marine Corps Officer Selection
Team will be on the campus
in Owens Hell, Oct. 12 * 13
from 9:00-3:00.
NAVMC 7120 (Rev. 2-72)
PCN 103 011992 00
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new center is ed. experiment

By Carol Braun
Walking into the main
entrance of the New Center, a
visitor will be aware of stu
dents milling around talking
and working, faculty mem
bers behind the colorful, curv
ed screens that serve as their
office space, mechanical
science displays bobbing and
whirring, and the shouts of the
improvisational theater class in
the next room.
The New Center, located in
Murray Commons, is an
educational experiment begun
this f all at MSC. Designed
mainly for students who are not
really sure where their interests
lie, its basic goal is toexpose the
students to enough ideas and
experiences, that they know
what they want to learn.

Students at the New Center
receive full college credit for
the classes they take, which
comprise a two-year program
leading to an Associate in Arts
degree. They pay the same
tuition and fees as other
students, may live on campus,
and participate in all college
activities.
Courses presently being
offered at the New Center will
run for five weeks. At the end of
that time, faculty members
meet with students individually
to evaluate the student's
progress and decide what
direction the student will take
next.
About 12 or 14 classes were
offered for the first five weeks

of the year. Some of them were
improvisational theater, on
going activity i n c a r e e r
exploration, aerospace science,
ballet dancing, and women's
awareness.
These classes were chosen,
according to New Center
Director David Johnson,
because the faculty wanted to
get up a program that would
meet the needs of the students.
However, they felt that they
could not do that unless they
knew what those needs are, so
they began the year by having
each teacher offer the classes
he could be most enthusiastic
about.
Johnson sees the New Center
as offering an alternative way
to acquire general studies
credits, lower division liberal
arts experience, or the
necessary creditsfor a two-year
degree.
"What we're trying to do here
is create a situation where
students can pay more attention
to the learning process and less
to grades. What students learn
somewhere along the line has to
be related to their life
experiences. I feel that there is
very little useful or important
learning that doesn't do that."
Examples of the New
Center's teaching experiment
can be seen in the natural
science courses taught by Emil
Kochis, a member of the MSC
physics department since 1959.
In his classes, Kochis has
tried to get away from the

lecture method and toward
student involvement as much as
possible. His aerospace science
science class has been building
rockets and launching air
balloons. Starting the next fiveweek period, he is planning to
allow some of his more
advanced astronomy and
computer science students to
teach the beginners, under his
direction.
Another example of the New
Center's educational approach
is Jan Hood's trial by jury class.
Ms. Hood explained that her
original intention was to have
the students take a topic that
would involve research, for
instance, ecology, and put it on
trial. The only problem was
that this type of case would
probably never really come to
trial, which gave the class an
aura of "phoniness".
The
students wanted to put on an

actual trial, at least as actual as
possible in a classroom.
As a result, one of Ms. Hood's
groups is trying a first-degree
murder case. The murder of a
New Center faculty member
was enacted outside the
building, complete with
eyewitnesses. The defendants
were arrested and advised of
their rights under the law. The
class designated students to act
a s judge, defending a n d
prosecuting attorneys and
coroner. All proper procedures,
such as the issuing of warrants
and subpoena and the police and
coroner's reports, were
observed.
The jury has been selected,
and the trail is scheduled for 9
a.m. Friday. A verdict will be
returned, and if found guilty,
t h e d e f e n d a n t s will be
sentenced.
The sentence
however, will not be carried out.
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NECKLACES
WIND CHIMES

cc

LOVES
MONEY?

from $86.00
Tapestries — Spreads — Persian Type Rugs

Pillows

SUNTHAS

FARGO-MOORHEAD'S ONLY WATERBEO STORE

303 Roberts St. — Fargo — Phone 232-3033

NOW TWO STORES
Downtown And West Aero.

EVERY WAREHOUSE
MARKET CUSTOMER!

in a solitaire is a quality that has always been treasured.
We have a fine selection of traditionally styled solitaires
from which to choose. We cordially invite your inspection!

Be a Warehouse Market customer
and you'll have more money to love.
WAREHOUSE PRICES make the
difference. You pay less for the
FINEST NAME BRAND groceries.
Shop Warehouse Market this week.

COMPARE ALL PRICESYOU'LL LOVE 'EM!

WAREHOUSE MARKET
Downtown
Monday,
in

-

Tiif
9:M

JfWClfRS

Since 1914
M Broadway

Special Term* For Studwts

West Acres
Mon.-Fri.
9:90-9:00
Sat.9:904:00

GROCERIES AT WAREHOUSE PRICES
Hwy. 75 North Of
Mhd., Minn.

I

MON-WED. 5:30-5:30
TUES.-THURS.-FRI. 8:30-8:30
SAT. 8:00-5:00
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Dragons invade Cougars, fans
By Jeff Tiedeman

Dan Woodbury (jr-White
Guard Dan Kostick (sr-Buhl), decisions at Morris, 42-35 in 1968
Bear Lake) was on target all an all-NIC selection last fall, and 29-21 in 1970.
afternoon, completing seven of missed last weekend's game
11 passes for 105 yards, with Kearney State because of a
In 1970 the Dragons built up a
including a 60-yard touchdown knee injury but should be ready 21-0 halftime lead, only to fall to
pass to Rick Manke (jr- for Saturday's game with the Cougars. A mental letdown
Marshall).
is not in sight for this weekend's
Morris.
encounter with Morris.
The victory was the fourth
Two years ago the Dragons
Moorhead State holds a series
not only had to fight off the straight for the Dragons and advantage of 5-2 with the
Cougars, but also stave off the their nth in their last 12 games. Cougars, but has lost its last two
fans, who cut the coaching staff
phone wires up to spotters in the
T h e B a b y D r a g o n s of
press box.
Moorhead State suffered their

Not only will the Moorhead
State College Dragons have to
overcome the Minnesota-Morris
football team this weekend, but
also the Cougar's over
enthusiastic fans.

Baby Dragons

first defeat of the football
season at the hands (hoofs) of
the North Dakota State
University Bison junior varsity

Coach Ross Fortier said
jokingly he hoped any Dragon
fans who travel to Morris
Saturday will take up a position
behind the Moorhead State
bench and defend the team.

46-6 at Dacotah Field Monday
night.
•Die Bison stampeded for 354
yards rushing to 135 for the
Dragons.
The Baby Bison
scored in every period for their
first win of the season after a
loss to the Concordia JVs.
Moorhead State came into the
game with a 3-0 record.
The Baby Dragons' only score
came on the longest run of the
game.
Bill H a a t a j a ( f r M e n a h g a ) s c a m p e r e d 68
yards, outrunning all of his
pursuers. Haataja rushed for 78
yards in 14 attempts.

UMM raced to the top of the
NIC with a 26-14 victory over
Bemidji State last weekend for
its second conference victory,
while the Dragons stepped from
league play to defeat Kearney
State College (Neb.) 41-7 in an
almost flawless performance.
The Cougars may present
some defensive problems for
Moorhead this weekend.
Cougar Quarterback Tom
Bergner leads the NIC in total
offense and passing, with
assistance from a pair of
powerful running backs in Pat
Popowski and Ed Acosta.

ENTERTAINMENT

VALUES
..THAT GIVE YOU MORE

The Cougar defensive team
has been impressive all year,
chalking up the only shutout of
the NIC this fall, a 42-0 victory George Spanish skirts left end for 20 of his game total 172 yards.
over Winona State.
The Photo by Kurt Hegland.
Cougars were ranked 15th in the
latest NAIA defensive
statistics, allowing only 145.5
yards per game.
In defeating Kearney last
weekend, the Dragons picked
up 483 total yards, 360 yards
rushing and 123 passing.
"We put everything together
against Kearney," commented
head coach Ross Fortier. "The
offense, the defense, and the
specialty teams played
exceptional."
George Spanish (jr-Hibbing)
led the Dragons in rushing, with
172 years in 29 carries. Steve
Hoium (jr-Moorhead) added 78
yards while Dave Holmberg (srLamberton) picked up 75.

The Keg
620 2nd Ave. N., Fargo
235-2102
LOWEST PRICES O N CHILLED
BEER A N D KEGS IN TOWN.

Great sound . . . brought to you by the sound experts
. . . Magnavox. Model 9070 offers front loading,
continuous play, automatic program change, program
selector and indicator, as well as complete audio
controls. Two high-efficiency 6" speakers complete
this Magnavox value. Just one of many . . . including
TV, Radios and Tape Recorders. See them all!

Stereo 8-Track Cartridge
Player System

Star Drive-ln
And Ice Cream Stores
Corner of 8th Str. and 4th Av. S

Hamburgers
AH ll# y ||^ 24 Flavors Of Homemade Ice Cream
j
^
Inside Seating For Your Convenience

ONLY

mA\
6'lt

"The inn place to go 99
featuring

John Holm

nightly

11TH STREET SOUTH AND HOLIDAY DRIVE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560

*99"
The Largest Music Store
In The Northwest

czoeou.
music company
613 1st Ave., N., Fargo
512 Center Ave., Moorhead
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'Buba' presents case for defense
By Ryan Bakken, Sports Editor eager to stick it to the runners.
His main job is protecting
C o r n e r b a c k h a s b e e n against the long pass."
described many times as the
And protect against the pass
loneliest position on the football
field. And rightfully so, for only ballhawking Bublitz does. He
the cornerback looms between was named defensive-player-ofthe receiver and many square thhe-week for his exploits
yards of turf.
against Bemidji State at Alex
Nemzek Field two weeks ago.
P r o v i d i n g c o m p a n y f o r Buba had two interceptions, one
Moorhead State cornerbacks is which he returned 33 yards for a
free safety Mark "Buba" touchdown. The other, which
Bublitz, whose main job is to set up a Dragon score, was of
help those teammates who need the diving, over-the-shoulder
it most. All concerned with variety.
Dragon football agree he
The three-year starter doesn't
performs his occupation well. devote all his time to football,
however. During the 1972-73
Another Bublitz task is to school year he is taking part in
provide "unwanted company" the Professional Fourth Year
to opposing runningbacks who (PFY) program.
In this
have penetrated the line of program, he will teach all year
scrimmage. "This is one job in the Moorhead elementary
that free safeties aren't usually school system, alternating
the best at," said MSC football between the various grade
coach Ross Fortier. "But Mark schools. Much of his time lat
does it quite well, although year was taken up with the
sometimes he is a little too duties of a Ballard Hall resident

intramurals
Despite a rainout, flash
football intramural playoffs are
still slated for Monday with the
top four teams in each league
competing.

The racquetball men's singles
ladder tournament is now in
progress and will continue
throughout the quarter. Entries
are accepted at any time, but
the entrant must start at the
Leading the leagues are the bottom of the ladder.
White Horse in "A", Big Cats
and Wirt Wonders in "B",
As young people grow up,
Animals in "C", and 8th floor they read newspapers more and
Nelson in "D", as of games watch television less.
through Monday, Oct. 9.

assistant.
Bublitz came to the land of the
Scarlet and White via
Hutchinson High School, where
he earned six letters in baseball
and football, captaining both.
He performed both ways in
football, as a fullback cm offense
and defensive back on defense.
"Mark is such a natural
athlete that he could play
offensive back, if he was needed
there," Fortier commented.
"He's a fine student, a wellrounded individual, welladjusted socially and very
competitive. He's always been
eager to do the extra work
necessary to succeed and we
think highly enough of his
intelligence to have him call
secondary signals."
Bublitz needs only one more
interception to reach last year's
total of three, which placed him
third in that category in the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference.
Morris' Tom Bergner could
be the victim.
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
LARGEST SELECTION OF AMERICAN
AND IMPORTED WINES
IN THIS AREA
CHILLED WINES

KEG BEER

233-2222

Games last Thursday were
postponed because of weather.
The championship games in
both the men'sand coed leagues
are still slated for next
Wednesday.
ARCHERY
Mike Mullan won the archery
tournament with a total of 226,
Runnerup honors went to Ken
Prouty, who totaled 183.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Preliminaries for the tug-ofwar contest will be held at
halftime of the flash football
championships, with the finals
to be at halftime of the
homecoming game. Entry
deadline is Tuesday.
Today a men's singles tennis
tournament will be held at 7
p.m. at Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse. Equipment will be
provided and entrants will be
accepted until 5 p.m.
A men's doubles racquetball
tournament will be ehld next
Wednesday at 7 p.m., with the
entry deadline at 5 p.m.
Oct. 19 at 5 p.m. is the
deadline for men's three-man
basketball, men's volleyball
and co-ed volleyball.

company
Lasting pleasure is built in to the
name brand products you'll find at
TEAM Electronics. Television, hifidelity components and systems, radios,
tape recorders, parts, tape, accessoriesfor anything you need in electronic equip
ment, TEAM is your headquarters. Stop
in for a cup of coffee, and some
great sounds. It'll be our
pleasure!

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

T-SHIRTS/ JACKETS
IMPRINTED

West Acres Fargo Ph. 282-4562

"Better Stamps Since 1885

115 8th St. So. Moorhead Ph. 233-7516

7*'t9a
St<u** Ti/orf*- I**--

Ph 701 -235-5347 — 44 N. 4th St. — Box UM
Fargo, North Dakota MIOi _
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MPIRG stages organizational meeting

By Lynn Matsler
The organizational meeting of
the MSC Chapter of Minnesota
Public Interest Research Group
(MPIRG) was very
satisfactory according to
Sandy Moses, temporary
chairperson of the MSC
Chapter. "There was a lot of
enthusiam generated that we
hope will carry throughout the
year," she said.

iUreolaittl

The September 27 meeting in
the Student Union Lounge was
called an Open Forum, or Town
Hall meeting, with the idea that
everyone would feel free to stop
in and participate.
Approximately 40 students
attended the informal
gathering.
Other officers elected were
Rick Hilber (jr-Fargo)
secretary; Allen Mitzel (sr-^
East Grand Forks), project
coordinator, Jan Vermilyea
(jr-Austin); treasurer; and
Jan Thorseness (jr-Wilmar),
media chairperson.
On a state level, MPIRG
consists erf a professional legal
and research staff controlled by
representatives of all member
chapters on college campus
in Minnesota. These same
chapters have access to these
personel and research
information.
The first projects determined
at this meeting are student
oriented to make more students
aware of MPIRG and hopefully
get them involved. Later,
perhaps, they will extend their
activities into the community.

Miracle Flashlight

HI

B2.

Projects to be completed
before the next meeting are
compiling a list of legal rights of
students, and a map of bicycle
paths and the rules and
regulations of bicycle riding in
the city.

Future projects will be the
compiling of landlord and
tenant rights, women's rights,
and the possible publishing of
a handbook containing all the
completed research for
distribution to students.

Miss Moses emphasized that
all registered students are
members of MPIRG whether
the optional fee of one dollar a
quarter is paid or not.
"Our goal is to get at least 50
per cent of the student body

contributing to MPIRG by
.spring quarter," she said.
Internship for credit is being
looked into for those students
who would like to get involved in
an MPIRG project.

Wants To Take You Higher With

SYLVAN IA

SYLVANIA STEREO 8 TRACK PLAYER/AM/FM RECEIVER
MODEL CRT 27730W
SYLVANIA MATCHED COMPACT
AUDIO SYSTEM MODEL MS150WX

* Cabinets of Walnut grained vinyl on wood
composition
* 100 watts peak music power, 20 watts total con
tinuous (RMS) power
* Solid-state AM/FM/FM stereo receiver for
dependable operation
* Deluxe Garrard 3000 automatic turntable,
Pickering magnetic cartridge, diamond stylus
* Sealed air suspension speaker system includes two
6" bass woofers and two 2xh" high frequency
tweeters
* Includes stereophone jack and switch, tape-in jack,
and loudness level switch

sjtereolond

KVJ
FILL YOUR\ ROOM
WITH THE NOW SOUND FROM

208 Broadway

Monday-Saturday Brookdale Shopping Center Weekdays and Sunday 1 -5 P.M.
UNIQUE AND UNUSUAL ITEMS FOR GIVING AND OWNING
# 272—B
MIDGET TOOL SET *267 ELECTRONIC YO-YO
# 157
# 156

electro-light
MAGNIFIER

LAUNDRY
DRYER

$1.25

LIGHTS UP
AS IT SPINS!
MILLIONS
WILL BE
SOLD!

(including batteries)
New space-age flashlight is only I" long. Gives
a brilliant beam that lights over 50,000 times!
Powered by a deluxe silver energy cell (replace
able) that lasts for years. Comes with attached
snake style key chain. Ideal for finding house
or car keyholes on the darkest nights. Great for
dimly lit restaurants and theaters, as a purselight, for night writing, hundreds
or other uses. Comes in assorted
<£4 AH
styles and colors.
w I.UU

#120

Blinking
Safety Light

$1.59

with batteries
Bright red blinker flashes automatically. Can be
seen over 800 feet away! Durably made with pow
erful suction cup. Adheres FIRMLY to any smooth
surface, in any position. Uses 2 standard C s|ze
batteries. A must for every auto and boat owner...
for the protection of yourself, loved ones, and
property. Packed in attractive multi-color box

# 173

Precision built instrument that lights up and
magnifies the smallest detail. Five power mag
nification gives brilliant clarity. Has built-in
measuring scale. Ideal for hobbyists, collectors,
teachers, students, technicians—for close work.
Operates on 2 standard AA batteries. Indiv.
boxed.

Uses little space, yet conveniently holds 10
separate Items for easy drying. Ideal for
stockings, lingerie, baby's clothes, towels,
men's socks, etc. Durably made. Comes in
assorted pastel colors. Easily folds for com
pact storage. Excellent for everyday household
use. A must for traveling. An ideal gift.

'263

#245

NUDE
ICE v„
MOLDS

#98

$1.00 >

ONLY 4" HIGH-GIVES FULL LENGTH
VIEW! Miracle mirror lets you see yourself
from head to toe. Yet it's small enough to fit in
purse or pocket. Convex surface gives complete
reflection in sharp-detail for that quick check
up of your appearance anytime, anywhere!
Great for home, office, fevenings
out, for
traveling. Easel back allows mirror to stand
anywhere. Comes with velvet carry
ing case and assorted pastel color
frames. Women flip w h e n t h e y s e e ^ 4 A A
this new grooming aid
' «pl,UU

*228 BIRTH CONTROL "PILL'

Spin this exciting new invention and both sides
light up in a flash of brilliance. Stop it and the
lights go off. Works on standard penlight batteries.
An electronic wonder that amazes and delights
everyone who sees it. Exciting fun for adults as
well as children.

TOILET SEAT

M

OC 'neludrng
Batteries

# 128

ELECTRONIC

S/JTC'iV aia

ASH TRAY

NEW
MIRACLE
MIRROR

Specially designed Ice molds make a bevy
of lovely 3" Ice beauties. Just fill with
water and slip into freezer compartment.
The sensational way of chilling all iced
drinks. Adds conversation and spice to any
gathering. Each set makes 4 shapely Ice
cuties. Ideal fun for cocktails, parties,
home bars. Comes gift packed in poly bag
with header.

[1 CQMICPLMING CARDS

Consists of screw driver, Phillips, gimlet, awl,
hammer, and adjustable wrench. Overall size
3" x 3". Ideal for minor repairs of sewing ma
chines, typewriters, radio-TV, and other hardto-do jobs. A thousand uses in every home,
office, and car. Made of top quality steel by
skilled craftsmen. No finer small tool set on
the market.

Amusing inscription on the front door of this
6" high old-fashioned authentic outhouse in
vites people to open door, and WOW1E . . . look
what's inside ... A GENUINE TOILET SEAT
ASH TRAY! This crazy novelty breaks up any
party. Great accessory for bar, den, or office.
Each in colorful box.

$1.00

Just pull cord and this mighty electronic device
sounds a loud piercing signal that summons
help quickly. Scares away molesters and at
tackers. Can be heard more than 3 blocks. A
needed personal protection for women or men
when traveling dark, lonely streets or when
home alone. Easily converts to a door or win
dow burglar alarm. Durable construction. Uses
standard batteries. Individually boxed.

! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!!
Please enclose
check or
money order.
No COD's
please.

Guarantee
you must be
satisfied or your
money back.

Send Check, Money Order Or Cash To:
THE SUNSHINE HOUSE — DEPT. A
FARGO, N. DAK. S8102

Name
Address
City
HOW

Many

Miniature size decks featuring 52 spicy comic pictures and
jokes. Each different, each funnier than the next. Guaranteed
to keep any card game in stitches 'of laughter
Only

ST.OO

Per Deck

Hilarious novelty in the form of an eye-catching
half dollar metal coin. . "Place coin behind left
knee and hold in place with right knee. Re
sult—guaranteed birth control for any woman!"
An outstanding funmaker,

10 for $1.00

State
Item
Number

Neme
o! Item

ZIP
Size. Color
Personalization

Price
Each

POSTAGE AND HANDLING
Total Cost
Up to $2.00
$2.01 to $3.00

$3.01 to $5.00
$5.01 to $7.00.

504
. . . 754
... 904
. $1.20

$7.01 to $10.00 . . $1.40
$ 1 0 . 0 1 to $14.00 . . $1.50
$14.01 to $22.00 . . $1.75
Over $22.00
$2.00

Postage and
Handling
Total Enclosed

MAIL COUPON TODAY! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

Total
Price

